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How to calculate the spinodal

� equations of state

� typically fitted to stable phases

� in two-phase region always extrapolation 

� accurate reference equations exhibit often artificial behaviour

in the two-phase region

� molecular simulations

� simulation of isotherms

� many simulations are necessary

� decomposition in two-phase region likely
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Spinodal from interface properties: LJ-argon

� Simulation of liquid film in equilibrium with the vapour (here MD)

� calculation of 

the interface 

density profile (ρ)

� calculation of the 

tangential pressure 

profile (pT)

spinodal

� plot of pT
versus ρ

� localize 

maxima 

and 

minima

� construction

of the T-ρ

diagram
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Finite size effects: LJ-argon, cutoff 2.5 σσσσ

� Surface fluctuations depend on system size  ➠ interface thickness depends on size ➠ interface properties depend on size

the spinodal pressure is 

influenced by the size

Estimation of spinodals from experimental equilibrium data

� The approach of spinodal calculation from interface properties 

can be used to derive an equation for the calculation of the 

liquid spinodal from the experimental equilibrium data: surface 

tension (γ), vapour pressure (pvap), and interface thickness d.

� For He4 these experimental data are available. In addition liquid

spinodal data are available.

� The application of our equation gives good agreement for the

liquid spinodal. The uncertainty of the interface thickness data

dominates the uncertainty of the calculated liquid spinodal.
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Spinodal

� pure substances: limit of mechanical stability

� limit of spinodal decomposition 

� system decomposes before reaching the spinodal due to

� impurities or heterogeneous nuclei

� crossing of activation energy due to thermal fluctuations
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